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From Your Board of Directors...
! Activities!by!the!GaRID!
Board!since!the!May!11,!2013!
general!membership!meeting!are!
as!follows:
• Established!a!Deaf/Blind!
member!section!with!Anne!
Zimmerman!as!section!leader.

• Paid!for!space!and!displayed!at!
the!GAD!conference!July!18K20.

• Sponsored!Johnny!MacDonald’s!
attendance!at!the!Florida!RID!
conference,!where!he!received!
emergency!management!training!
in!October!of!2012.!!(In!2012,!
Sorenson!Communications!
donated!$500!speciTically!for!
training!Georgia!interpreters!in!
emergency!management.)

• Board!president,!Erin!Salmon,!
and!vice!president,!Hijrah!Hamid!
attended!the!national!RID!
conference,!August!9–14!in!
Indianapolis,!Indiana.

• Sponsored!Amanda!Tate's!
attendance!at!the!2013!RID!
conference.!!(Visual!
Communication!Services,!an!
interpreting!agency,!donated!
Amanda’s!registration!to!the!
conference!because!GaRID!has!
the!most!IEIS!members;!GaRID!
supported!a!portion!of!Amanda’s!
lodging.)

• Paid!for!space!and!displayed!at!
Georgia!Hands!&!Voices!“Back!to!
School!Bash”!on!August!17,!2013.!!

! Elections!to!be!held!in!
November!at!the!conference!are!for!
the!following!positions:!
• President,!currently!Erin!Salmon
• Secretary,!currently!Donna!Davis
• Member!at!Large,!formerly!Erin!
Kitchens

• Member!at!Large,!formerly!
Hijrah!Hamid

You!may!be!thinking:!!
“I"have"never"performed"board"work"
before.”
“I"am"over"committed"and"cannot"
take"a"leap"into"full"board"service.”
! We!have!the!perfect!opening!
for!YOU!!!The!two!member!at!large!
positions!are!perfect!for!potential!
candidates!to!“get!their!feet!wet”!
and!SEE!if!board!service!Tits!in!with!
their!life!goals!and!lifestyle.!!This!is!
a!great!opportunity!to!see!NEW!
energy!on!the!board!through!new!
member!involvement.!!

Thank!you!for!considering!service!
to!your!afTiliate!chapter!!!

Submit!nominations!of!self!or!
others!to:!!

hijrah.hamid@gmail.com

Editor’s Remarks
Hello GaRID Supporters,  

It’s hard to believe that the end of summer is near.  
Considering the record low temperatures, many of us 
wonder if summer ever came.  Nonetheless, time flies 
whether you’re having fun or not. With the passing of 
time, so many people are hard at work and so much is 
being accomplished. Read on to learn what your GaRID 
community has been involved in and how they have been 
working on all of our behalf.

 
See you at the GaRID Conference!

-Holly JacksonFA
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 2013 has been a productive year for Team GEMINI, with major accomplishments every month since our first 
deployment to Adairesville in January.  Team GEMINI is now a member of several Emergency Management Task Forces 
and Coalitions, including Cobb/Douglas, Gwinnett, and Floyd counties.  We continue to establish contact with Emergency 
Managers throughout the State of Georgia, and are working on signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with 
several counties as well as the Georgia Chapter of the Red Cross.  We are also actively pursuing 501(c)3 tax-exempt status 
with the IRS as a non-profit organization engaged in public service.

 What began as an idea with just one goal: to train Emergency Management Interpreters for the Deaf and Hard of 
Hearing (EMID's) was a success. Following the training at Florida RID in October of 2012, John McDonald and Aaron 
Shoemaker came back to Georgia with a goal of our own: deploy as an Interpreter Strike Team (IST) into a disaster area. 
Team GEMINI's deployment in Adairesville following the EF-2 tornado that cut a path through the heart of that small town 
and directly impacted a Deaf family has proven the concept of EMID's working side-by-side with First Responders is valid 
and very necessary.  But once that goal was completed, we immediately began to make new goals and established 
ourselves under new leadership as a distinct organization.

 One new goal is to facilitate additional emergency preparedness training within the Deaf Community.  Another 
goal is to educate hearing government officials, community leaders, and members of the media on ways to make 
information and communication accessible to the Deaf.

 "Sirens are functional and necessary for the hearing, but where is the warning for the deaf? Announcements on 
TV are a fantastic concept of informing the general public of all phases concerning disasters, but where are the 
interpreters for the deaf?" John McDonald, who is Hard of Hearing and the Director of Team GEMINI.  "These are areas 
that need improvement. We don't hear the warnings, but would like to be kept abreast and informed of what is 
transpiring, and not left in the dark!"

	 Only with this fully integrated three-point approach - Deaf citizens prepared and ready for emergencies, 
Interpreters trained and credentialed as EMID's, IST's organized, outfitted, ready to deploy at a moment's notice, and 
government officials, civic leaders, and the media educated in real accessibility for the Deaf - can we truly be successful in 
facilitating equal access in disasters. This is the vision of Team GEMINI, and we are committed to facilitating all three!

	 As GEMINI continues through the current hurricane season and on into the next year, more contacts will be made, 
our nonprofit organization will become firmly established, and we will continue to establish cooperation with our 
neighboring states and the country; then to other countries, wherever our Deaf neighbors reside.

                                                                                                                                                                                   

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	          

GEMINI, The Global Emergency Management INterpreting Initiative

Aaron Shoemaker, 
Deputy Director



Perspectives...

RID National Conference: A 
First-Timer’s Perspective
 Early Thursday morning, August 8th, 
2013, Diane Lynch and I headed to 
Indianapolis, Indiana to attend my first 
National RID Conference.  Nine and a half 
hours of non-stop conversation later, Diane 
and I walked into the JW Marriott lobby, and I 
wondered, “Exactly what have I gotten myself 
into?”  
 I am still relatively new to our 
profession, and I really had no idea what to 
expect.  Lucky for me the first workshop on 
Friday morning was “First-Time Conference 
Attendee Orientation”.  Sounded like a good 
place to start! RID had a great idea when they 
established this workshop. It allowed “first-
timers” like me to get our bearings and learn 
that we are not alone; there were a lot of 
people here for the first time. The Board, 
support staff, and headquarters staff were 
introduced, so if any “first-timers” had a 
problem or question, we knew who to go to.  I 
even got a special ribbon for attending the 
conference for the first time - woohoo!   
 Before RID, my only experience with 
professional conferences was attending the 
GaRID in the past few years.  I think 
attending GaRID’s conferences was a great 
introduction to understanding the flow of the 
national conference.  I knew that I would 
choose different workshops, that there would 
be business meetings (which are quite 
interesting on such a large scale!), member 
section meetings, and the usual conference 
events.  What I did not expect (and to such a 
great level) was the feeling of camaraderie, 
empowerment, and community.  I went from 
feeling shy and nervous to conversing in ASL 
with a stranger in the Starbucks line.  I left 
Georgia’s own Richard Brumberg and Donna 
Flanders’ workshop, “Educational 
Interpreters: The Missing Piece of IEP Teams” 
with much more knowledge and confidence in 
my profession and more understanding of the 
importance of my part of the IEP team.    

Wink ‘s workshop, “Layers: Applying 
Animation to ASL Construct” opened my 
thinking to new ideas in how to produce 
objects in space with much more clarity and 
detail.   These are just two examples from the 
many workshops I was able to attend and 
learn from.  
 I am an interpreter in a small town 
in south Georgia, and there are only a few 
people who fully understand our profession.  
That number is growing as we constantly 
educate people about our field, but there are 
still many that don’t quite understand.  
During my week-long stay at RID, I felt 
understood.  I was in meetings with over 200 
individuals that know exactly how we tick and 
that have experienced the same events and 
struggles that I have. I was able to make 
connections with interpreters in all different 
fields all over the United States.  It was such 
an amazing feeling to be a part of such an 
incredible week. I would like to thank GaRID, 
VCS- Visual Communication Services for 
sponsoring my registration, Diane Lynch for 
being an awesome travel buddy, Hijrah 
Hamid for being a great roommate, and 
everyone else who helped make this 
experience possible.  I can’t wait until New 
Orleans 2015! 

An Interpreter’s Perspective on 
Language Models
 I have wanted to say this for many 
years and now as I am older and more 
confident, I finally have the courage to speak 
up.  I recently attended a conference in the 
Metro Atlanta area.  The theme revolved 

around change and how we as interpreters 
are responsible for that change.  I kept 
hearing how we interpreters are language 
models for deaf children and as such should 
be refining and honing our skills.  All of this 
is correct thinking, but, I, as the parent of a 
deaf child (adult), must say that the 
education system is lacking in its inclusion of 
parents in this endeavor to model language 
for the kids.  As an educational interpreter, I 
have been forbidden to encourage parents to 
learn to communicate using ASL with their 
children.  The administration in public schools 
have tied the hands of many interpreters, 
maybe because of past experiences with 
uncertified staff interjecting their thoughts 
and feelings in an unprofessional  manner or 
they simply view the interpreter’s role as 
support staff only. Whatever the case, this 
MUST change.  If we truly want deaf children 
to have the best possible life, their home life 
should be the place to start.  If the parents of 
hearing children refused to communicate with 
their children, it would be deemed ‘neglect’.  
Why don’t parents of deaf children have the 
same requirements?  I know many of these 
parents just need a lot of positive 
encouragement and support to direct them to 
the conclusion that their children need them 
to learn to sign more than they need a top 
notch interpreter.  How can we get this rolling 
and should we put schools on notice that 
somehow they need to advocate more in this 
area of requiring parents to learn?

I welcome any feedback.

Amanda Tate, EIPA 3.9

 Diana Smith, CT 



GaRID Annual Conference
40 Years of Progress: Looking Back and Looking Ahead

The conference committee is so excited about this year’s conference, and we know you 
will be, too! If you haven’t registered yet, don’t you worry. There’s still plenty of time 
to take advantage of the great rates we have for you.

As a committee, we have worked hard this year to come up with some creative fundraisers 
to help cover some of the costs of the conference.

This year is our 40th birthday! Can you believe it? GaRID is 40, and my, have we seen some 
changes. That is the theme for this year’s conference, looking at where we started and 
how far we have come. It’s about legends that have helped form the field of 
interpreting.

We are offering something for everyone this year. The presenters are amazing! 
Returning this year are Windell (Wink) Smith and LeWana Clark. We have also brought 
back the Costa brothers, George and Chris, to interpret this year. Joining us in the 
lineup of presenters is Peter Cook, LaToya Childs, Mallerie Shirley, Anthony Aramburo, 
and EJ Cohen. We have a special surprise keynote speaker and a different kind of 
closing. You are not going to want to miss this!

Check out the list of workshops and their descriptions at garid.org. We look forward 

to seeing you in November!

SAVE THE DATES!!

• Saturday, Sept 7: Car Wash 

• Monday and Tuesday, Sept 9 &10: Fundraiser at Green Ginger Decatur

• Wednesday, Sept 11: Bowl-a-Rama 

• Saturday, Sept 21: Workshops on a Shoestring II

Questions? Contact Becky Harris at beckyjhar@yahoo.com

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Becky Harris, Chairperson 

Jean Plant , Co-Chairperson 

Jeffrey Bigger, Committee Member & 

Technical Advisor

  

Susan Kershaw Committee Member

Julie Garbison Committee Member

Ashley Harper Committee Member

Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much. 
-Helen Keller

Becky Harris, 
Conference Chairperson
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RID National Conference
August 9-14, 2013 
Indianapolis, IN

GaRID ACCOMPLISHMENT:  The Silver Scribe Award recognizes the outstanding affiliate chapter newsletters 
based on content, format, originality and special features.  GaRID accepted this award at the 2013 RID 
National Conference for the 2012 GaRID FACES editions published by then-Publications Chair, Hijrah Hamid.

Photos courtesy of the SLIS FaceBook page and Ruth Dubin, SLIS Director.



Thank you to Donna Reeder 
and Cora Hardrick for 
volunteering to promote 
GaRID at the Georgia Hands & 
Voices “Back to School Bash” 
on August 17, 2013 at Atlanta 
Area School for the Deaf 
(AASD).

Donna Davis promoted GaRID at 
the Georgia Association for the 
Deaf Annual Conference held on 
July 18-20, 2013 in Athens, GA.

GaRID Shows Up to Support



Need SSPs
2013 Deaf-Blind Access of 

the South Camp
Oct 8-13, 2013

Warm Springs, GA

To sign-up, contact:

Anne Zimmerman
SSP Coordinator

anne@azinterpreting.com
770-841-2055

Date:  Saturday, September 7, 2013

Time:  10:00 am to 12:00 pm

Place:  Walker County CEC (Consultation and Evaluation Center)

              205 Jenkins Rd, Rossville, GA 30741

              423-774-0064 or 423-290-0781 (Phone number on the day of the workshop)

Description:  North Georgia Interpreters for the Deaf presents this FREE workshop focusing 
on the most current educational interpreter licensure requirement for those sign language 
interpreters who work in the public education setting in Georgia.  In addition, an overview 
and proposed changes to the EIPA will be presented.  Participants will have the opportunity 
to view the latest EIPA practice materials.  Time will be allocated for hands-on practice.  .2 
RID CEUs

Presenter:  Jodi Upton, Ed: K-12

Registration Required:  Email your name, cell phone number, and special 
accommodations needs to northgeorgiainterpreters@gmail.com. 

Understanding the New Georgia State Licensure and 
the Educational Interpreter Performance Assessment

Join a GaRID Committee 

The following committees are welcoming new 
members:  

• Website: contact garidmembers@gmail.com
• Religious Member Section: contact hijrah.hamid@gmail.com
• Nominations: contact hijrah.hamid@gmail.com
• Fundraising: contact mary_e_morgan@bellsouth.net 

VISIT US ONLINE: 
garid.org and facebook.com/georgiarid
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12TH%ANNUAL%HEALTH%DAY%

FOR%THE%HOMELESS%

DATE:%SUNDAY,%SEPTEMBER%15,%2013

TIME:%1PM%:%8:30PM

PLACE:%THE%URBAN%GARDEN%AT%ATLANTA%MISSION,%381%
CENTENNIAL%PARK%DR,%ATLANTA,%GA%30315

WE%OFFER%CLOTHES,%MEDICAL%CONSULTATION,%HAIR%CUTS,%
PEDICURES,%KARAOKE,%LUNCH,%AND%A%CHURCH%SERVICE%
OUTSIDE%WITH%EVERYONE.%%LAST%YEAR%APPROXIMATELY%10%
DEAF%PEOPLE%PARTICIPATED%AND%RECEIVED%SERVICES.%%

IF%YOU%ARE%INTERESTED%IN%VOLUNTEERING%AS%AN%
INTERPRETER,%CONTACT:

% % %%%%%%%%%%%SARAH%GARNER
% % % %%678:654:2097%
% TRINITYDEAFMINISTRY@GMAIL.COM

GaRID ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

AND BUSINESS MEETING

NOV 1 – 3, 2013   

“40 YEARS OF PROGRESS: LOOKING BACK 

AND LOOKING AHEAD”

$129 EARLY BIRD RATE UNTIL SEPT 16

FOR MEMBERS ONLY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

!
Erin Salmon, NIC
President

Donna Davis, CI/CT
Secretary

Wendy Sullivan, 
EIPA 3.7
Treasurer

Anna McDuffie, 
CI/CT, NIC, SC:L 
Member at Large

Hijrah Hamid, NIC
Vice President
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